Instructional Design Strengths
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Great attention getter

eLearning Strengths

Good feedback and guidance for the questions

Great audio! Much better than reading
I read that blue is good for math learning

Cool opening animation. I like how the animated numbers
become pictures
The flow is smooth and comfortable. Nice, bright colors and
pictures.
The lesson was simple, appropriate for the audience. The colors
were very attractive.
The instruction was very thorough
Instructional Design Challenges
Not so much practice, but the flower question was interesting.

Number patterns are cool.
I like the rule reminder, however:
The animation to demonstrate the rule was very effective. The
graphics that I saw were helpful and appropriate for your
audience.
The graphics are very good and they lead the user into the lesson
eLearning Challenges
A few parts went a little fast

I’d like to see where you go with this. I wonder was the audio
I would have enjoyed backwards navigation
problem a result of the difficulties you were having? That is, I kept When I clicked on the rule reminder, the audio kept going on the
getting two tracks at once if I went back to review something.
other track.
The instruction did go a bit fast but that might have been because
of the program glitches

The navigation didn’t work perfectly, so I’m not sure I got to see
everything. For example, when I hit the rule reminder button, it
took me back to Italy, even though it was talking about the
flowers. It was the second time through that I saw the flowers.
The white text on the vivid green background was difficult for me
to read.
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The narration didn’t seem to stop for the one quick check about
the rule, which confused me.
Some of the audio did not match up with the video

Other: I think the audio really enhanced the experience. Good choice, I wish I had done that with mine!

